**SUPPLEMENTAL/AREA DRIVING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SCORE SHEET**

To pass, you must have no marks in the CRITICAL DRIVING ERROR section, and no more than 20 errors marked for the Scoring Maneuvers.

**EVALUATION RESULT**

Number of errors:
- **Passing**
- **Unsatisfactory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DL NUMBER</th>
<th>ROUTE</th>
<th>EXAMINER'S SIGNATURE/I.D. NUMBER</th>
<th>APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE: X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**PRE-DRIVE CHECKLIST**

### PARKING LOT DRIVING

- Driver window
- Windshield
- Rear view mirrors
- Turn signals FIB
- Brake lights
- Tires
- Foot brake
- Horn
- Emergency/parking brake
- Arm signals
- Windshield wipers
- Defroster
- Emergency Flasher
- Headlights
- Glove box
- Seat belt

### INTERSECTIONS

#### Through
- Traffic check
- Speed
- Yield
- Unnecessary stop

#### Left
- Traffic check
- Speed
- Deceleration/Braking
- Yield
- Lane use

#### Right
- Traffic check
- Speed
- Deceleration/Braking
- Yield
- Lane use

### DRIVING IMPROVEMENT CHECKLIST

#### STOPS
- Make full stops behind limit lines
- Do not make unnecessary stops
- Make smooth safe stops
- Stop with adequate space for vehicles in front of you

#### LANE USE
- Begin and end turns in correct lane
- Do not cut turns too short
- Do not make turns too wide
- Keep in center of lane
- Enter bicycle lane before right turn
- Use two-way left turn lane appropriately
- Do not drive too far to the right
- For right turns, use right most part of lane

#### LANE CHANGE
- Use proper turn signal prior to lane changes
- Cancel turn signal after lane change
- Look over appropriate shoulder prior to lane changes
- Make lane changes at appropriate speed
- Create space cushion after completion of lane change

#### SPEED
- Drive at posted speed limit
- Do not drive too slow for situations
- Do not drive too fast for situations

#### TRAFFIC CHECK
- Look both ways and ahead when approaching intersections

#### VEHICLE CONTROL
- Steer smoothly
- Use turn signals when pulling from curb or merging
- Keep an adequate space cushion between vehicles
- Apply brakes smoothly
- Do not under-steer
- Do not over-steer

#### YIELDING
- Accept right-of-way without causing confusion
- Yield to oncoming traffic when appropriate

**CRITICAL DRIVING ERROR**

- Intervention by examiner
- Stripes object/curb
- Disobeys traffic sign or signal
- Disobeys safety personnel or safety vehicles
- Dangerous maneuver
- Speed
- Auxiliary equipment use
- Lane violation

**BUSINESS/URAL AND RESIDENTIAL/RURAL**

### BACKING

#### LANE CHANGE LEFT
- Traffic check
- Speed
- Parallel

#### LANE CHANGE RIGHT
- Traffic check
- Speed
- Parallel

### MULTIPLE DIRECTIONS

#### DESTINATION TRIP
- Cues needed
- Find destination

**STATISTICS**

- DL 32 S/A (REV. 4/2016)